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CIO Report

Strategic Initiative Projects
Only general information available currently on funding allocations. IS was provided continuation funding from the Active Directory/MS Exchange and Web Infrastructure project. DWH Reporting project received multi-year initiative funding as well as the CC-Machine Room and Pacific 17 proposals which were submitted on behalf of the server capacity committee. While Pacific 17 was funded directly through the initiative process, the CC Machine Room upgrades were approved from a different source.

Academic Services Report

Support for Researchers
Qualtrics survey software has been launched successfully. It is site licensed and encrypted by default.
Beta.uoregon.edu, is where the IT community can share projects being worked on and has been launched.
Docs.uoregon.edu is a secure place to store data and collaborate. This will go into full production on November 16 as end user documentation is currently being finalized.

Roadmap Website Lite

Enterprise Administrative Services Updates

Data Warehouse
EAA is reviewing new tools. A small group has consisting of Brad Shelton, Marianne Nicols, Sue Eveland and Laura Hubbard have been working toward a recommendation. Currently, it looks like it may possibly be a SunGard product that will be chosen.

R25
EAA is looking at expanding its use across campus. Creating of policies around access and termination of access is actively being worked toward with R25 being the associated web piece.

Staff Changes
Rob Chevalier has been hired in middleware and EAA has a pending offer to new DBA staff. Currently 3 developer positions are open.
**Systems and Operations Updates**

**Active Directory**
Phase 1 migration of the Active Directory Project is complete with shutting down domains ensuing with the goal being only ad.uoregon.edu remaining by the next FY.

**Storage**
Systems is pleased to be able to provide 1 terabyte of storage free to departments. If needs exceed 1 terabyte Systems can possible accommodate those needs on a fee basis. Refer to the Systems site for details.

**Jabber/Chat Server**
Jabber.uoregon.edu is available for use for those Active Directory users.

**Blackboard Upgrades with Library**
The Blackboard Applications Servers have been upgrade to behind the F5 content switch. This is a step toward making this multi-site and fully operational. Test.uoregon.edu will be moved over in the next few weeks. This is Drupal driven with a MySql back end. If you have feedback there is a comments link on the Systems site.

**Network and Telecommunications Services Updates**

**Wireless Changes**
Wireless changes were successfully implemented. The new SSID UO Secure was successful with 52% still using Weboff. All others have been moved to WPA.

**Campus Network Upgrades**
Network Upgrades are almost complete with 3-4 buildings left which will require full infrastructure work. NTS is moving to Phase 2 of the campus network upgrade which will ensure that all buildings have 10gig access to the core.

**Security**
NTS has seen the usual rise in security incidents as school starts. In an effort to better manage security NTS is reviewing the use of Secunia to allow departments to manage their software updates. A demo will be forthcoming.